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Uncertainty Quantification (UQ)

• Uncertain: Not completely confident or sure of something (Non definite)

• We accept a lot of uncertainties everyday

• Weather forecasts

• Financial market, and many more.

• It is critical to quantify the uncertainties in safety, optimization, and 
control applications

• Classification: Output label along with confidence

• Regression: Output mean along with variance
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Uncertainty Quantification (UQ) in DL

Uncertainty Types: Aleatoric vs Epistemic uncertainties
• Aleatoric à Data uncertainties
• Epistemic à Out of training distribution uncertainty (OOD)

• DL models are very powerful and expressive

• Most traditional DL models are deterministic (single value 
prediction)

• It is important to know the confidence associated with each 
prediction from a DL models for decision making

Input(s) Output(s)
Aleatoric

Epistemic

Uncertainty Source
• Input data
• Model Bias or Biased Training
• Numerical Errors
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Different methods for UQ in DL

(a) MC Dropout (c) Ensemble

Q1

Use dropout during 
inference to create variability 
in the prediction which can 
be used to estimate the 
uncertainty. Requires offline 
calibration

Create multiple copies of the 
same model architecture 
trained with different 
parameters initialization. 
Requires calibration after 
training

(d) Quantile Regression

Q2

Q3

Qn

Model is trained to predict 
quantiles for the regression 
problem
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Different methods for UQ in DL

Class Probability, MC Dropout

Class Probability, Deep Ensemble

(Normalized) Predictive Uncertainty, MC Dropout

(Normalized) Predictive Uncertainty, Deep EnsembleClass Probability, Gaussian Process (Normalized) Predictive Uncertainty, Gaussian Process

• Unfortunately, majority UQ methods for DL do not 
account for OOD uncertainty

• This is critical in optimization or control problems

• For example, different methods yield vastly different 
uncertainty estimation

• Deterministic

• MC Dropout

• Deep Ensemble

• Gaussian Processes (GP)
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GP for UQ in DL

Class Probability, Gaussian Process (Normalized) Predictive Uncertainty, Gaussian Process• GP transforms the input space into a higher 
dimensional space with the help of a kernel

• The inferences are based on the distance measure
between different input samples

• This allows GP to intrinsically provide uncertainty 
estimates including OOD

• Recent study presented a way to introduce Gaussian 
Process approximation within a neural network

• This allows to use highly expressive deep networks 
and provide uncertainty estimation

Spectral Neural Gaussian Process
!
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SNS Accelerator

• Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) 
accelerator at ORNL delivers 1.4 
MW of a 1 GeV pulsed beam at 60 
Hz

• Ongoing work to predict errant 
beam pulses as well as equipment 
degradation and prognostics

• Continuous data collection is done
by Differential Current Monitor
(DCM), Beam Position Monitor 
(BPM) etc.

• Errant beam prediction on one 
pulse before it happens
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Data Science Pipeline for Errant Beam Prediction

Goal: Predict an upcoming machine trip at least one macro-pulse before it happens

How: We use pulses leading to a trip (tagged "Before") and to identify features that 
indicate an upcoming failure

Data science pipeline used
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Data Collection and Preparation

How was the data collected and labeled?

• DCM creates a series of pulses (“macro-pulses”) with each 
macro-pulse composed of ~1k mini-pulses
• An errant-beam data file is composed of 25 “good” macro-

pulses followed by the errant beam pulse

• A “normal” data file has no errant beam pulse

• We used the macro-pulse before the errant beam pulse (and 
labeled it as anomaly) and macro-pulses from the normal file 
(and labeled them as normal) for our studies

• Our hypothesis: there is a sign about upcoming anomaly in 
macro-pulses even before it happens

• We also need to forecast the fault within a short time window 
to be actionable

• Samples were divided into 3 orthogonal dataset:
• Train (64%)/Test(20%)/Validation(16%)
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Siamese model

Traditional classification models vs Siamese model

Rare anomaly

• Traditional DL classification models fails to identify unseen anomalies 
(OOD)

• Similarity based models can correctly classify unseen anomalies. Ex 
Siamese model

• Siamese model does not explicitly model the classification but focuses 
on the similarities

• It learns twin embedding models to transform 
inputs into a latent space

• Distance measures are applied at latent space to 
compute the similarity 
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Uncertainty aware Siamese model

• We enhanced our Siamese model by adding 
GP layer providing an uncertainty estimate

• Results from similarity model showed a ~4x 
improvement in performance over previously 
published results

• The ROC curves shows nearly the same level 
of performance (not optimized)

• We introduced an out-of-domain anomaly, 
labelled 1111 (red), the UQ-based model 
correctly identified the anomaly and indicated 
high uncertainty (as expected)
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Workflow using RL for FNAL Booster control policy 

Problem definition:
Reduce beam losses in the FNAL Booster by developing a Machine Learning (ML) model 
that provides an optimal set of actions for accelerator controls

FNAL Accelerator Complex: 

Fermilab Site

Booster ring

Courtesy: Christian Herwig

The Booster receives the 400 
MeV (kinetic energy) beam 
from the Linac

It is then accelerated to 8GeV 
with the help of booster 
cavities and Combined-
function bending and focusing 
electromagnets known as 
gradient magnets.

These magnets are powered by 
the gradient magnet power 
supply (GMPS)
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RL for Booster Control

• Other high-current, high-power electrical loads near GMPS varies 
in time 

• Causing unwanted fluctuations of the actual GMPS electrical 
current and thus fluctuations of the magnetic field in the Booster 
gradient magnets

• This spread in B-field degrades the beam quality

• A GMPS regulator is required to calculate and apply small 
compensating offsets in the GMPS driving signal

• Use of RL to improve the existing PID based 
regulator

• Policy model is focused on controlling the 
regulator to reduce the error 
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Data-driven ML-based digital model 

Scope and usage for digital twin:
● Provide accurate predictions of future timestep for the key variables used by the 

reinforcement learning framework

Dataset:
● Historical temporal information for key variables (from subject matter expert)
● Caution:

○ Data did not include detailed history on commissioning, maintenance, etc.
○ Data only captures closed-loop dynamics

Physical 
Object

Digital  
Object
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Uncertainty Aware DL Regression Model

• Similar to classification model uncertainties, different approach yields different results for 
regression models

• To illustrate, once trained, we intentionally monotonically increased one of the key input 
variables until it was out of training distribution
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Uncertainty Aware Digital Model

• Quantile regression method have great performance in the training distribution and are 
calibrated by definition, however, the do not perform well for OOD estimation

• BNN models does a better job at estimating OOD but require calibration

• GP approximation model provide the best OOD estimation and is calibrated by design

BNN model Our modelQR model

Why Case so much about Uncertainty in Digital Model?
• RL agent might spend most of the time in unstable region (might not be able to avoid local minima) or learn suboptimal policy
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RL with Uncertainty Aware Digital Model

• We implemented a RL environment using uncertainty aware digital model

• We used the uncertainty aware model to avoid out of distribution regions

• Based on the current results the model learns faster and avoid the regions of high uncertainty
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Reinforcement learning FNAL Booster workflow 

The optimization was formulated as an 
episodic problem:

● For each episode the environment 
was reset to a random initial time in 
the historical data

● Training and testing data was 
orthogonal
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Thank You!


